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World War Mcdonalds

One day there was a person named Proper Noun , he went to take a walk to mcdonalds. Once at mcdonalds

he ordered a 37 Noun . When his order arrived he realised that they forgot to add the Noun .

Billy went up to the cashier and stated, "this food is Adjective ." " Demonstrative restraunt is the

Superlative in all the world." The cashier replied. In the back the fry cook had been overhearing their

conversation, and it made him very Abstract Noun . The fry cook grabbed a Big mac and launched it at

billy, but instead it hit the cashier in the back of the head. The cashier slowly turned around to face the fry cook.

The cashier grabbed a nearby Noun and charged at the fry cook. The fry cook grabbed a Noun

and they ignited into a duel. Meanwhile billy was wondering if a Proper Adjective restraunt would have

been the Comparitive option to eat at. Noun and Noun were flying all over the place.

The fry cook had now successfully launched his own intercontinental ballistic Noun missile at cashier.

Billy Adjective ran out the door and called the local police to help out. The police sirens

Irregular Past Tense Verb in the distance, as a police car pulled up to Mcdonalds. Two police officers came out

of the car. ''Hello sir what seems to be the problem." " The cashier and the frycook are having a full blown war in

McDonalds." Just as billy said that a few explosions happened in the Mcdonalds. "Uh we'll be right on that sir" 

The police stated as they Verb Base Form in the mcdonalds. Billy waited until a few minutes later the

police came back out. " Uh sir we found out the cashier is actually a famous celebrity." The police said. "Well

arent you going to arrest them?" Billy replied. "Sir we don't arrest celebrities but we will arest you to make it

look like they did nothing wrong." The police hancuffed billy and put him in the police car. "I should have gone

to



Burger King instead Billy stated
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